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GW Law Wins Space Law Competition
International moot court competition title to GW for third time
tion was started in 1992, and renamed for
Judge Manfred Lachs, the president of
Staff Writer
the International Institute of Space Law
(IISL), after his death in 1993.
The GW Law team won the Man
There are three regional rounds:
fred Lachs Space Law Moot Court Asia Pacific, European and North Ameri
Competition for the third time in the com can. The North American regional round
petition's history on September 27. The is usually held in Washington DC, while
team, consisting of David (D.J.) Western the Asia Pacific round is held in Sydney,
and Magin Puig
Australia, and the
Monsen, competed
European round
against teams from
This year, Western and
is held in various
the University of
European cities.
Monsen, both L.L.M. '07
Queensland (Aus
The winners
students, won every award
tralia) and the Uni
of the regional
versity of Leiden
rounds then ad
at the regional rounds: best
(the Netherlands)
vance to the world
team, best brief and best oral finals,
in the world finals,
which are
argument
judged by three sit
which were held in
ting members of
Hyderabad, India.
the International
The 2007 problem
was Emeralda v. M azonia, a "case con- Court of Justice.
cerning international liability".
The world finals are held in conjunc
The Lachs Moot is an annual event tion with the International Astronautical
organized by the International Institute Congress and the IISL Colloquium on the
of Space Law. It has been described as Law of Outer Space.
The GW team is sponsored by both
"Earth's premier space law shoot out" by
the blog Space Law Probe. The competi the law school and the Space Policy In
BY SARAH MARTIN

stitute, part of the GW Elliot School of times.
International Affairs.
This year, Western and Monsen,
The team is recruited by David both LL.M. '07 students, won every award
Johnson, Senior Assistant Dean for Stu at the North American regional rounds:
dent Affairs & Director of Advocacy Pro best team, best brief and best oral argu
grams and coached by Henry Hertzfeld, ment. They competed against eight other
Research Professor at the Space Policy teams from the United States and Canada.
Institute. Ralph Steinhardt, a GW Law At the world finals the GW team com
professor, assists the team as well.
peted successfully first against the UniTeams in this
versity of Leiden
competition from
in the semi-final
GW Law have also The GW team is sponsored by and the University
been successful in
both the Law School and the of Queensland in
the Lachs Moot in
the final.
Space Policy Institute, part
the past. In 1992,
In the world
the GW team of
final, the GW
of the GW Elliot School of
Stanimir A. and
team took home
International Affairs
Tod H. Cohen won
the Manfred Lachs
the first Lachs Moot •••••••••••••••••
trophy for best
world finals, held in
team, while the
Washington DC, and judged by Judge University of Queensland received awards
Lachs himself. A GW team was also the for best brief and best oral argument.
runner-up that year.
Future competitors from GW Law
The GW team won again in 2005 will be involved next year with Concordia
when Kristie Blase and Olivia Hussey and Landia v. Usurpia, a case concerning
defeated Singapore and Cambridge in lifeline satellite services. The 2008 world
Fukuoka, Japan. GW Law is the first
finals will be held in October 2008 in
school to have won the Lachs Moot three Glasgow, United Kingdom.

Hernandez Among 100 Most Influential Hispanics
Law professor selected by Hispanic Business Magazine
of corporate law, but I'm honored and
hopefully it will intrigue more people to
Staff Writer
read my work and attract a broader audi
ence outside of the Law School."
Hispanic Business Magazine hon
One of 34 females on the list, Prof.
ored GW Law Professor Tanya Hernan Hernandez expressed her appreciation
dez as one of "The 100 Most Influential for the honor, as well as her recognition
Hispanics" in its October 2007 issue. that "there are a number of talented LaEach year, the magazine publishes a list tina professors. Many others could have
of Hispanic individuals who have made been selected." She also pointed out that
a positive impact on their communities or the group of honorees is diverse not only
who have made significant contributions professionally, but also in age. The list ineludes Andrew
to their professions.
Manuel Crespo,
The list is compiled
Professor Hernandez teaches the first His
from reader submis
panic president
sions and nominations
Property, Trusts & Estates,
of the Harvard
from the magazine's
Employment Discrimination Law Review.
editorial and research
staff.
and Critical Race Theory at Prof. Hernan
dez noted, "It's
This year's list
the
Law
School
not the tradiincludes people from
tional notion of
a wide range of perinfluence
being
sonal and professional
backgrounds. Also on the list are NASA only [the result of] age."
Prof. Hernandez, who teaches
astronaut Michael Lopez-Alegria, Presi
dent and CEO of Walmart.com Raul Property, Trusts & Estates, Employment
Discrimination, and Critical Race Theory
Vazquez, and actress America Ferrera.
Prof. Hernandez said, "It is very at the Law School previously taught at
exciting to share the stage with so many Rutgers University Law School-New
other talented people," She added that ark and St. John's University School of
when she received the email notifying Law. Her primary interest is the study
her of the magazine's selection, "It was a of comparative race relations, which she
surprise because I don't write in the area believes informed the magazine's decision
BY KATIE EARNEST
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ciation for GW Law's unique environ
to include her in the list.
"It may have had a lot to do with ment: "It is a pleasure to teach in an
an L.A. op-ed that I wrote in January institution where there is diversity in the
[Roots of Latino/Black Anger, Los An classroom. Students don't think theirs is
geles Times, Lead Op Ed, Sunday Jan. 7, the only voice."
On being included as one of the
2007, at Ml.]," Prof. Hernandez noted,
"[The article] hit a nerve and there was 100 Most Influential Hispanics, Prof.
a flurry over the Internet and essentially Hernandez noted that teaching is a pro
blogger after blogger cross-referenced it. fession that can make a significant impact
I still get emails from people who were on society.
W h e n
m
affected by it - even
asked about what
from someone from
"It may have had a lot to do inspired her to
Costa Rica!"
choose law as a
with an L.A. [Times/ op-ed
While Prof.
profession,
she
Hernandez's work
that I w rote in January. The answered, "What
has been featured in
article hit a nerve and there interested me in
many publications,
including the Cali
was a flurry over the Internet law was find
ing a way to be
fornia Law Review,
and essentially blogger after concrete about
Cornell Law Review,
social change. Beblogger referenced it."
Harvard Civil Rights
ing a leader and
& Civil Liberties
a
public speaker
Law Review, Yale
those
things
made
law
naturally more
Law Journal, she also enjoys teaching and
comfortable to me."
its professional challenges.
As a professor, Prof. Hernandez's
"When I'm in front of. the class
goal
is to continue to influence her
room," she said, "it's like being in front
students
to see beyefnd the traditional
of a hot bench of one hundred judges.
boundaries
of the legal profession. "I want
Questions come at you from everywhere.
to
open
student
minds to the world and
It's exciting because there's the potential
the
way
that
they
can matter," she said.
to encourage students to do more with a
"A
client
is
just
one
person. I'm able to
law degree than what is expected."
facilitate
a
lot
more
change
this way."
Prof. Hernandez expressed appre
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Halloween Festival:
Uncovered
like ring toss, milk bottles, skee ball, and
compete
in a pie-eating contest. Other
SBA Communications Director
contests include a pumpkin toss, and
needle in the haystack. Students can win
Like a holiday episode of your prizes like Bar/Bri discount coupons and
favorite sitcom, this is a "very special" restaurant gift certificates. There will also
SBA article because it's finally time to be a fortune teller and a caricaturist.
share all the details of the Halloween
The SBA expects the party at Av
Festival. First, remember the basics.
enue to be an improvement on last year's
On Thursday, Oc
event. First, the
tober 25th, the event
whole venue is
kicks off with a carnival
reserved for GW
The SBA predicts that
on the Quad from 4
Law students and
hosting the carnival on
p.m. to 7 p.m.
their guests. That
The costume par
means three floors
the Quad will include
ty follows from 9 p.m.
full of GW Law
till 2 a.m. at Avenue even more students in the
students and peo
Night Club. The club Halloween fun than if we
ple who know GW
is located at 649 New
Law students.
had only a club event.
York Ave, NW, less
Iturbe said
than four blocks from
this was impor
the Chinatown Metro.
tant because "we
Students can buy tickets for $25 by cash wanted the club, their management, and
and check at the first-floor info desk, or staff to dedicate their complete attention
online through Paypal. Guests at the and service to our event and students."
club must be 21 or older.
Also, this year's party will include a
SBA President Bryan King de costume contest. The SBA expects more
scribed the new twothan 700 people
event approach as
to attend. The
Beyond the Halloween
"Separate, but equally
SBA has posted a
awesome." Students
Festival, the SBA plans
Frequently Asked
are of course encour
Questions
docu
to get lLs together for a
aged to find out for
ment and contact
community service project. information on its
themselves.
SBA Vice Presi
website, http://
The SBA organized a
dent of Programming
gwsba.com.
Janelle Iturbe added, group to participate in the
Beyond the
"The SBA has spent Step Out to Fight Diabetes Halloween Festi
a lot of time planning
Walk on Saturday October val, the SBA plans
this event to address
to get lLs together
27th.
those problems from
for a community
the past, and we are
service project.
excited to present such
The SBA orga
an exciting solution."
nized a group to participate in the Step
The SBA predicts that hosting the Out to Fight Diabetes Walk on Saturday,
carnival on the Quad will include even October 27th.
more students in the Halloween fun than
SBA Vice President of First Year
if we had only a club event. Students will Students Shaina Elias said, "It is a great
face some tough food choices among way for lLs to meet more of their fellow
candied apples, cotton candy, and fun 1L peers, visit the downtown monuments
nel cakes.
at sunrise, and contribute to a wonderful
They'll also get to play games cause."
BY BILL SCHMIDT

Republican Lawyers
Return to GW
BY SARAH VALERIO

News Editor
After a year long hiatus, the Re
publican National Lawyers Association
has returned to GW Law. Chair, Jenna
Persons, a 3L, said the chapter "encour
ages the dialogue of republican ideals and
gives aid to multiple political campaigns
and judicial confirmations, including the
confirmation of Chief Justice Roberts."
According to Persons, "the chapter
was inactive last year due to the gradu
ation of many members and a failure to
elect officers to continue the leadership
of the organization."
Although GW Law's chapter was
inactive, students continued to be in
volved through the national organization,
attending both DC chapter and national
events. The group decided to make a
comeback after students expressed re
newed interest last spring.
Persons says that at that time,
"persons and connections were in place
to resurrect our GW Law Chapter. With
the help of the national organization and
former leadership, we now have a revital
ized GW Law Chapter of the RNLA."
Already this fall, group members
have attended and provided volunteers
for the DC chapter luncheon event
which featured White House Political
Director Jonathan Felts, as well as for
the RNLA National Lawyer of the Year
event in October which honored RNC
Chairman Frank Fahrenkopf. The group
plans to continue to be involved in DC
and national events, culminating in the
National Policy Conference held in DC
in the spring.
Persons notes that the organiza
tion "will be providing members with
the means to get involved . . . [with] the
various upcoming political campaigns.
We are also planning to host a panel in
the spring on election law."
Other members of the executive
board include 2L, Mike Stanek, Vice
Chair, and 1L, Jack Kelly, Treasurer.
Persons said the executive board
is "comprised of officers with extended

previous experience in the leadership of
campus, regional and national political
organizations."
Founder, Tony Cotto, JD '06,
discussed the formation of GW Law's
RNLA chapter.
"A few years ago the RNLA
started branching into the idea of de
veloping student chapters as a way of
recruiting campaign and election day
legal volunteers," said Cotto. "My 1L
year, 2003, there was an organizational
meeting to start an RNLA chapter at
GW, but I think the interest fizzled
out and nothing much came of it. In
[the] fall, 2005,1 figured we needed to
actually start a real chapter at GW, so I
wrote up a constitution in accordance
with the SBA guidelines and we started
having meetings. Professor Tom Mor
gan agreed to be our faculty sponsor.
Meetings averaged about 10 attendees,
but our e-mail list had about 40-50
people on it. The meetings were mostly
just me passing out information on the
President's Judicial Nominees, updates
on important races around the country,
and discussing Republican volunteer op
portunities in VA, DC, and MD."
Cotto said the RNLA offered new
opportunities not previously available at
GW Law. "Seeing as 95% of the student
organizations at GW are left-of-center
and the Federalist Society is a purely
non-partisan non-political organization,
albeit openly conservative and libertar

ian, GW law students had no voice for
political discussion on the right. The
RNLA chapter was founded in hopes
of creating that voice and an organiza
tion where being a Republican wasn't
a crime."
Persons said, "This is a great
organization for incredible network
ing opportunities within the local and
national Republican Lawyers commu
nity. This networking has led to many
professional and political contacts, as
well as job opportunities for some past
members."
ments at sunrise, and contribute
to a wonderful cause."

NOTA BENE MOVIE REVIEW
u

Eastern Promises" explores
man's violent nature
BY KUNZANG DUKPA

Staff Writer
A graphic throat slashing scene
opens Eastern Promises, setting the tone
for a film which plunges the audience
into the gritty world of the Russian mob
in London.
Viggo Mortenson plays Nikolai, an
ambitious Russian looking to move ahead
in the Russian criminal world. Mortenson
is suitably menacing, especially in a scene
where he efficiently disposes of a corpse
by chopping off fingertips and removing
teeth, all of which he does while smoking
a cigarette.
However, Mortenson is not just a
one dimensional malevolent character.
As the film progresses Mortenson shows
flickers of conscience and a keen sense
of humor in his dead pan delivery of
dialogue, all performed in an impeccable

Russian accent.
Humor is the most unexpected ele
ment in Eastern Promises. Despite the
grim realities of the Russian underworld
- forced under-age prostitution and gen
eral murders/mayhem - there are many
laugh-out-loud moments. These moments
are provided in volume by Anna's (Naomi
Watts) Russian uncle, a vodka-loving
man who claims to have been part of the
KGB and then grudgingly admits he was
actually positioned in the "auxiliary" to
the KGB.
French actor Vincent Cassel also
turns in a good performance as Kirill. Cassell is capable of chillingly inhumane acts
but also shows himself as a big cry baby,
always looking for his father's approval,
and also appears to have secret longing
for Mortenson.
In conclusion, Eastern Promises is a
meditation on the violent nature of men.
Delicate stomachs beware!

NOTA BENE
MANAGING EDITOR
POSITION AVAILABLE
Interested in desktop publishing?
Nota Bene is currently looking for a coManaging Editor. The position requires an
interest in design and graphics. Training will
be provided and no experience is necessary.
The position requires several hours on a
Sunday afternoon every two weeks.
Pay is $10/hour.
Write notabene@law.gwu.edu to apply.
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Celebrating the Scholarship of Jerome Barron
Law Review holds symposium on access to the media
noted that "only by responding to the pres
ent reality of the mass media's repression
Editor in Chief
of ideas cail the constitutional guarantee
of free speech best serve its original pur
The GW Law Review hosted a poses." According to Professor C. Thomas
Symposium entitled "Access to the Media: Dienes, "the challenging call for equaliza
1967 to 2007 and Beyond" on October 11- tion in media access and for attention to
12 to celebrate the scholarship and career the purposes of the First Amendment,
of Professor Jerome A. Barron. Specifi urged in Prof. Barron's seminal article,
cally, the Symposium honored the 40th has generated a wealth of commentary,
both supportive and
anniversary of Prof.
critical."
Barron's path-breaking
Dean Freder
Harvard Law Review
Dean Frederick Lawrence
ick
Lawrence
said
article, "Access to the
said
that
Prof.
Barron
that
Prof.
Barron
Press - A New First
"has been more than just "has been more than
Amendment Right."
just a member of
In the 1967 ar
a member of the Law
[the Law School]
ticle, Prof. Barron
School]
faculty.
He
has
faculty. He has been
argued against the
a mentor, friend,
"romantic conception
been a mentor, friend,
colleague and some
of free expression, a
colleague and someone to one to rely on."
belief that the 'market
Dean Lawrence
rely on."
place of ideas' is freely
commented on the
accessible" to all who
number of times
wish to participate.
that
Law
Sc
hool
alumni
have named Prof.
Instead, he said, the communica
Barron
in
their
stories
of their favorite
tions marketplace is dominated by con
professors
and
"the
light
in their eyes
centrated corporate ownership; a few
when
they
talk
about
having
had [him]."
dominant media are situated such that
Speaking
directly
to
Prof.
Barron,
Dean
they can restrict democratic the emer
gence and dissemination of controversial Lawrence said, "Yours has not been just
a good life lived in the law but a wonder
ideas and opinions.
Prof. Barron advocated revolution ful life lived in the law. You honor us by
ary judicial treatment of the First Amend allowing us to honor you fvia this SymBY ANITA VALLIANI

ment. He called for courts to protect
"those whose ideas are too unacceptable
to secure access to the media" and further

in media access and the First Amendment net constitutes a medium though which
over... [the past] forty years and to explore unpopular ideas may be voiced, many
the challenges that lie ahead." It featured controversial opinions still do not reach
four panels, "Access and the Regulatory the public. "We turn to those who confirm
State," "Access and First Amendment our prejudices," he said. "It's hard for oth
Theory," "Intellectual Property and ers to break through the 'marketplace of
Access for Ideas" and "Rights of Reply ideas,' which doesn't necessarily exist."
Justice Breyin Comparative Law."
er said that in his
A number of consti
tutional law scholars "In reality," Justice Breyer experience on the
from across the country explained, " freedom of the SuPreme Court'he
has often read con
served as panelists.
press quals freedom of the flicting amicus cur
Undoubtedly,
however, the introduc
owner of the press." [He] iae briefs written by
warring academics
tory remarks delivered
lamented that although and has found him
by Stephen G. Breyer,
the Internet constitutes a self agreeing with
Associate Justice for
made by
the Supreme Court,
medium through which arguments
both
sides.
As
such,
were the highlight of
unpopular
ideas
may
be
he
told
the
audi
the Symposium.
According to Jus voiced, many controversial ence, "I'm glad you
are reading... [Prof.
tice Breyer, "the legal
opinions still do not reach Barron's] article
profession is divided
again." He added
the public.
into three parts. Judges
that he "could not
make decisions, law
be
more pleased to
yers tell judges what
be
here
and
continue
what
I think will be
to consider in making those decisions
a
valuable
conference."
[and] academics take what's going on in a
Aaron Wredberg, Senior Projects
field and try to make it better. Academics
Editor
for the Law Review, like the audi
provide insight." He spoke to the merits
ence
of
approximately 100 students and
of arguments made by academics and,
faculty
members
that greeted the end of
specifically, insights which Prof. Barron
Justice Breyer's presentation with a stand
provided courts in his celebrated article.
"In reality," Justice Breyer ex

ing ovation, was especially impressed with

posium]

plained, "freedom of press equals free

Jwstice. Bte^et's petfoimance — "xYvvtVy

was designed "to reflect on the changes

Breyer lamented that although the Inter

marks with absolutely no notes at all!"

Prof. Dienes said the Symposium

dom of the owner of the press." Justice

minutes of inspiring and engaging re

Students Receive Pamphlet on Coping with "Stress"
BY JAMES CHANG

Assistant News Editor
This week, law students received a
pamphlet either in their mailbox or from
their 1L Dean's Fellow entitled "The
Hidden Sources of Law School Stress:
Avoiding The Mistakes That Create
Unhappy and Unprofessional Lawyers".
The pamphlet was written by Lawrence S.
Krieger who has been a professor of law
at Florida State University since 1991.
Krieger seeks to explain what the sources
of stress in law school are and how to
effectively and constructively handle that
stress through the brochure.
The format of the booklet identi
fies seven generalized "stressors" and
discusses them, breaking some of these
down into further detail, and ending with
an "antidote" at the end of each section,
in bold text. Krieger identifies these seven
generalized stressors as: heavy workload,
false valuation, lawyerly thinking, the fear
of failure and illusion of control, seeking
distraction, financial debt, and lying. The
pamphlet emphasizes maintaining per
spective through each of these stressors,
and relates each back to the concept in the
introduction that there is both healthy and
unhealthy stress.
Of particular note, the stress of law
yerly thinking is not labeled as negative,

On the
Docket

b„, explained as an increase in rationaltzation and analytical thought, that when
applied to the world outside of law school,
.i a mindset. Krieger
Vripoor
can create negative
states that the risk here is losing grasp of
one's preexisting values, faith in the law,
and connections with other people, that
otherwise provide grounding and direc
tion. Following this is the professional
protessionai
concern about lying, which he states in

The booklet also came wtth wo
fliers, one pomt.ng to the George^Washington Untverstty Counseling Center for
Academic Success, the other pointing to
the DC Bar Lawyer Assistance Program.
The University Counseling Center flier
lists the several groups that exist to sup
port students, as well as emergency re
source contact
— information.
.T " The
- DC
, Bar
Associate lists ^»eml behaytoral^oncerns" for which the
Lawyer Assistance
Another 2L said, "I
Programs
X 1 Ug 1 ttiiu includes
wasn't stressed about any direct help.

practice becomes very
tempting with justifica
tions such as "duty" or
"expediency". The an
o f t h e s e t h i n g s l i ke debt,
J£;
tidote of staying true to
one's values is applied
because I had forgotten Chow, said, "It's im
in both stress causing
possible to eliminate
about them, until the
situations.
stress altogether, and
A second theme booklet pointed them out
I don't think it would
of antidote focused on
be desirable to do
to
me
again!"
control, and recogniz
so. Stress can be a
ing what aspect of law
healthy motivator.
school and stress could
Don't stress over stress... unless it's a lot
be handled and what parts of life outside
of oneself simply had to be left as things of stress, in which case, panic."
Another 2L who did not wish to be
one cannot control. This theme was visited
identified stated that he, "...didn't really
in the context 6f being in the "middle of
know [to] who[m] this [pamphlet] applies.
the pack" of law school students as well
It seems to describe what happens at the
as the section on partying and distraction.
cataclysmic end of things, and I just don t
The section on partying and distraction
think its applicable to most people."
mentioned drug use and drinking as
Another 2L said, "[I] wasn't stressed
behaviors, and also mentioned on other
about any of these things like debt,
signs of depression, such as excessive
because I had forgotten about them,
sleeping.

Nov 7
COHEN & COHEN MOCK TRIAL
COMPETITION FINALS!

THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY

Nov 21-23

until this booklet pointed them out to me
again!"
A 1L recounted that her Dean's Fel
low, before handing out the booklet, gave
a disclaimer that she had read the booklet
and considered its pointing out of stress
causing factors to outweigh the construc
tive dealing of the stressors.
"I would say that the biggest source
of stress in law school is the constant and
almost unavoidable comparisons that
everyone makes to each other, the nature
of the curve, the fall recruiting process,
journals, etc., all lend themselves to
thinking in terms of a hierarchy of suc
cess that can seriously affect self-esteem.
I think that's particularly true because
of how law school and related activities
tend to occupy so much of our time that
maintaining independent sources of vali
dation and self-worth is difficult without
sacrificing the quality of our law school
work. It ends up being a vicious cycle,"
said another 2L.
The conclusion of the booklet re
iterates that stress will be present in the
professional life of a lawyer, but that it is
possible to set the stage for a happy and
healthy professional life, if one knows
what pitfalls to watch out for and is
diligent is avoiding pessimism. The final
thrust is to have a positive attitude start
ing now, and improving the present for a
satisfying future.

Nov 29
LAST DAY OE FALL SEMESTER
CLASSES
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These Are

My Readers
Not

Believe it or not, as the third most no one should ever have to bear, but you'll the same sweatshirts and other various
popular sports columnist on campus, I get look back on this seemingly dreadful time clothing and who would not try to pick a
tons of emails every week from people in a few years and realize that your past fight with you at the bar during a game if
just like you—ordinary law school folks glory is just that—in the past. It is time you cheered too loudly.
Now you have suddenly been thrust
who read this column under their desk in to start looking towards the future and
into
a
strange new world, one where
class or on top of their Evidence book in your team's place in it. Instead of aspir
everyone is wearing
the library.
ing to win the national
different
color hats
Most of these emails are your championship each year,
and
not
in
the same
run-of-the-mill "your column gives my why not shoot for some
mood
as
you
the day
life meaning! Can you send me a signed thing more realistic, like
after
a
big
game.
You
copy?" type (and yes, I will), but some best record in the state
unfortunately
have
times I receive a note from a distressed your school is located in?
chosen to exacerbate
soul, wandering through the darkness that That seems like a more
the problem by dat
is the American sporting world, looking reasonable goal. Also, I
ing
a girl from one of
for guidance. It is times like these that I'm believe Idaho is the state
your
oldest gridiron
you
are
looking
for.
Try
glad I attended the graduate school sports
rivals. You cannot be
columnist conference at the Holiday Inn to get Boise St. on the
saved. Either break
down in Front Royal last year. Below is a schedule next year.
up with your Dukie
sampling of the advice I've given out over
or try to get the bar
the past few semesters. Names have been
-LWL
tender at the Duke
changed to protect the imaginary.
bar to turn the really
Dear Left- Wing
small TV in the
Dear Left- Wing Lock,
Lock,
JONATHAN AUERBACH
back corner to the
As a fan of a certain Catholic school
I am dating a 1L
UNC game so you
in America's heartland, I am very upset over who is a big Duke Foot
can still pretend to
our lack o f winning and media attention. I ball fan, but the only
be supporting her
am used to us still being relevant at this point problem is that I'm a
while cheering for
in the season, a nd am tired of only having Tarheel supporter born and bred. The interdiscussions with other certain Catholic school school rivalry is starting to take a toll on our your school in silence.
in America's heartland fans because no other relationship, as she o nly wants to watch the
college football enthusiasts want to talk about games at the Duke barin thethird circle of hell
-LWL
our team. Are there any states where it is legal (aka Friendship Heights) whereas I practically
for someone with a 10-year contract that was live at the UNC bar on Saturdays in the fall.
Dear Leftie,
prematurely awarded to go "missing"?
Is there any hope for us?
You seem to know a lot about football.
Sincerely,
What can the Redskins do to turn the season
Sincerely,
Lost in North Bend
around?
Tarheel 2L
Sincerely,

Left-Wing Lock

Dear Cost,

I can tell from your letter that you
are truly in agony and I wish I could help.
The pain you are experiencing is one that

Dear 2L,

Yours is a common problem among
law students. As an undergrad, you were
surrounded by your own kind who wore

FedEx Field Patron

Dear Patron,
While watching the game this week

in person, I noted several areas where the
Redskins can improve. The first is offen
sive line physical fitness. I believe these
gentlemen are responsible for protecting
the quarterback and opening up running
lanes, but they are very ineffective when
they are all injured and not playing. So I
would start there.
Second, I think Ladell Betts should
be starting because I h ave him on my
fantasy team and Clinton Portis hasn't
gotten injured yet. He is wasting a space
on my bench every week. Finally, the
Redskins offense is way too complicated.
I hear their playbook is over 1000 pages!
Has anyone ever humorously pointed that
out before? I say, scrap that whole thing
and just run the option every down. That
thing is unstoppable.
-LWL
Dear Left- Wing Lock (aka Loooser
Mets fan),
You guys are terrible! We rOxxOred
our way into the postseason, while you guys
were the very d efinition of sucking. I hope
you enjoyed sucking that hard, because
you should get used to it. Phillies RUUJJ UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUULEEEH
Sincerely,
Phillie Phanatic
Dear "Phanatic",
Thank you for your kind words. I
hope you guys enjoyed your quarter of a
fortnight in the spotlight. Too bad Dane

Cook could only do one round of commercials about your glory.
-LWL

Your Meal is Being Served (Patent Pending)
to have already been invented.
Chef Rebecca Charles is the owner all presentation of the restaurant.
A trademark might have some meth
In terms of legal strength, Charles
of the Pearl Oyster Bar in New York
City, and is respected as the restaurateur doesn't appear to have much ground od of granting protection, but that would
who first introduced and popularized the to stand on, but the suit itself raises an be, literally, only nominal protection.
lobster roll to New Yorkers. She opened interesting question: food is considered Charles may be able to register the "Pearl
her doors in 1997, and her talent found by many to
Oyster
immediate success with signature items be akin to
Lobster
JAMES CHANG
Roll ™"
such as salt and pepper shrimp, shoestring art and
fries, blueberry pie, and of course, the said invention;
and no
lobster rolls. The Pearl Oyster Bar filled a s h o u l d
other*
niche of the culinary market that was in it be pro
restau
demand - and thus not surprisingly - her tected as such? The stealing/ borrowing rant would be able to sell anything claim
of the atmosphere and menu don't seem ing to be the "Pearl Oyster Lobster Roll".
business model was soon copied.
Imitation is said to be the greatest "fair," and Charles certainly was the first An example of this c&n be seen in Ruth's
form of flattery, but that does not mean market participant, risking the most when Chris Steak House chain, which carries a
Charles appreciated the competition. she entered the restaurant scene. But does reputation of high quality steaks, but they
This was especially true because these the result of her intellectual effort and don't claim intellectual property rights on
the steaks themselves. While trademark
competitors just so happened to be her inspiration merit market protection?
First one has to
is probably available to
former "sous-chefs" (assistants to Execu
tive Chef, second in command) who were ask: how protection
Charles, it does not grant
Imitation is said to
now opening restaurants mimicking her would be applied,
any form of injunction on
her competitors making
original concept in both atmosphere and through patent, trade
be the greatest form
the identical meal and
menu, and within walking distance of mark, or trade secret?
of flattery, but that
A meal would seem to
selling it as a generic lob
Pearl.
does not mean that
ster roll, or even as "Ed's
There is nothing illegal about this, be a "product-by-pro
and there is certainly a custom/tradition cess" but that product Charles appreciated the Lobster Roll ™." Trade
mark can only protect to
of sous-chefs leaving to start their own (any given specific
competition
dish), probably has
the reputation of quality
restaurants which borrow heavily from
associated with the Pearl
their former mentors. In this case, how generations of kitchOyster restaurant's name,
ever, there appears to have been a distinct ens constituting prior
lack of respect and sense of unseemliness art, barring a patent on most meals. And not the meal itself.
The claim Charles probably wants
in opening so close with such blatant although putting lobster into a pastry
similarity to the original restaurant. But roll might once have been a novel idea, it to advance is that of trade secret, that is:
there is nothing traditionally illegal about would be very difficult to come up with her method is confidential business in
this. And Charles is not letting tradition any combination of formerly separate formation. For information to be eligible
dictate her tolerance of this mimicry. As edibles that would be nonobvious, no mat for trade secret protection, it must also
of June she has filed suit against one of ter the tasty utility. Patenting the business hold independent economic value due to
these successors, Ed's Lobster bar, on the method doesn't seem viable either, as the its secrecy, and there is an argument that
grounds of purposefully stealing the over process of "cook food, serve food" seems if Pearl Oyster Bar were the only seller

Intellectually Problematic

of the lobster roll, it would have greater
economic value in the market. The prob
lem that Charles faces in terms of her
restaurant atmosphere and recipes is that
they are generally known or ascertainable,
and are thus ineligible for trade secret
protection. Through either the prior art,
or simple inspection, how the restaurant
is decorated and what ingredients go
into a lobster roll are open to all. Charles
cannot actively take measures to protect
the secrecy of her creation, because her
creation requires distribution and exami
nation to be appreciated and to sustain
her business/profit. This desire for the
trade secret protection of something that
is necessarily open to inspection in order
to carry value has an analog in databases
and information protection that has been
the subject of much debate for the same
paradoxical reason.
The simple answer is to let Chef
Charles' suit be dismissed - to let the
market bear what it can and the best
businessperson prevail. Though unfair on
some levels to Charles, she does have the
advantage of being positioned in the field
earlier than her competition. Although
that is an economic argument, it is the
most likely result, because attempting to
draft new laws, or contorting statutes to
include previously unprotected matter, is
more of a legal headache than courts will
want to deal with. Establishing precedent
in a realm that has not needed legal opin
ion before would not be efficient adjudica
tion, and would leave all future potential
restaurateurs with the chilling taste of
infringement on their lips.
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The Democratic Case
for Mitt
Hatred can be, and often is, blind- crat, which makes the Republican Party
ing. So it is in politics and presidents, realize they can't win without it.
The ire inspired by a mangled verb from
This scenario is too crazy for me
George W. can render a liberal apoplec- to game out. Let's stick for now with
tic. Don't even mention the Iraq war, the first option. Plus, Giuliani puts
Katrina, torture, habeas corpus, warrant- states like New Jersey in play. If he
less wiretapping, endless tax cuts for the wins the nomination, it shifts the power
rich, politically selecin the party away
tive prosecution... oh
"
~ from
what everyone
BY JOSHUA TEITELBAUM
,
,
.
man, see there we go
now thinks of as
again. Head almost
Otl the Left
"t*ie ^ase " ^ he
burst. Whew. Count
wins the election
to ten. Wooosa.
(shudder), it makes
But soon, those of us on the left them a national party once again as opwon't have Bush to kick around anymore, posed to the southern one of the 2006
He'll fade from the fore without the satis- midterms.
fying swift kick out the door so many of
Mike Huckabee poses the oppous would like to give him. A Republican site problem: he might actually be able
nominee will emerge, and (common to keep the coalition together. With
sense dictates) he will begin to distance his aw-shucks smile, Baptist minister
himself from the President. The land- background and record as governor, he
scape may favor Democrats, but once the could be the mix of optimism, religion
Republicans anoit a new persona, the '08 and competence that unites the team
race will tighten considerably.
for one last compassionate conservative
So, as a Democrat, who do I want hurrah. He's out.
the Republican nominee to be? And I
The temperature of Romney's pordon't mean this in the "who could I live ridge is juuuust right: hold the coalition
with as President" sense, but in the "who together enough to keep the Republicans
do I most want to beat" sense.
mired in their own interest group litmus
There is one thing I must give the tests. Tax cuts? Check. Pro-life? Check.
Republicans credit for: they have no lack Anti-gay marriage? Check. Will double
of ideological diversity. But, this choice size of Guantanamo? Check. But noreflects the fracturing Republican coalition. The fusion of social conservatism

body really thinks he is sincere enough
to hold through on any of the issues,

with economic conservatism is fraying.
In the last month, the Wall Street Journal
has catalogued the GOP economic elite's
disaffection with its religious wing and
the kerfuffle on which issues to emphasize. 2008 could be for the Republicans
what 1968 was for the Democrats: the
nail in the coffin of a governing majority.
I think Mitt Romney is just the
guy to do it.
You might ask yourself, well, isn't
Rudy the guy that is sure to pull the pole
out from under the Republican tent?
Yes, but if he wins the general election,
it means something incredibly new in
Republican politics: a socially moderate
centrist (if also an irrationally belligerent
foreign policy).
From my perspective, the longer
the religious right saddles the GOP, the
more regional and marginal the GOP's
message is to the rest of America. If
Giuliani is the nominee and the evangelicals bolt, the Republicans come closer
to shedding the anchor that threatens to
drag them down with the next generation
of more tolerant voters.
Or, of course, the opposite could be
true: the religious right backs a socially
conservative third party candidate who
wins just enough votes to elect a Demo-

The true believers won't go out
and vote for him for any number of
reasons. They're skeptical of a Mormon
president (sad, but true) and they're
skeptical of a Massachusetts politician
(been there).
Indeed, this last one is a key part
of the equation. Have you seen the
1990's footage of Romney debating Ted
Kennedy?
"I believe that abortion should be
safe and legal in this country. I have since
the time my mom took that position as a
US Senate candidate in 1970."
"I was an independent in the time
of Reagan/Bush. I'm not trying to return to Reagan/Bush."
The ads just write themselves. In
fact, the Log Cabin Republicans have
already made one, painting him with the
"Massachusetts values" brush in their
hope of getting the nomination for Rudy
the social moderate.
Of course, just writing this column tempts the gods. Be careful what
you wish for, and you just might get it,
right? Let's just keep this all between us
then. Great.
(Full Disclosure for columns
related to the Presidential Primary:
Josh is working with Law Students for
Obama)

SOS: Conservatives
Get Scared!
As the Democratic primary draws her to exploit.
near, it seems the race is already over.
For the GOP to win against ClinSenator Clinton is emerging as the con- ton they must run a scared campaign.
sensus candidate.
No matter what any poll says, the
One has to give it to the Clintons, Republicans should always consider
they are spectacular politicians. Only a themselves at least five points down.
few months ago the senator faced shoutI am not so convinced that there
ing down by anti-war
will be some great
Democrats. Only a
~~
~
groundswell of conser.
1,
BY MARLOWE DOMAN
•
.. .
•„
few months ago the
vatives that will overmedia was breaking
whelm the Democrats
like in 2004. As in 1992,
off their love affair
it is possible that many
with her and using
Senator Obama as their rebound. But conservatives will stay home if t hey are
alas, the conniving slickness of the Clin- uninspired by the Republican nominee,
tons has won the day again.
This is a plausible scenario considering
I have always felt, contrary to other the current GOP field,
conservatives, that Clinton is the hardest
Clinton might attract some voters
Democrat to beat. It scares me that some who otherwise would support a Reon the right seem to believe that she will publican candidate. Polls have shown
be easy to vanquish. If that is the mental- Clinton with strong popularity among
ity going into the general election, then a women, younger women in particular.
Democratic victory will be secured.
Republicans must remember that many
Putting aside the anonymous junior voters (men and women) were not
candidates, the Democratic race has politically interested sixteen years ago
always been between three potential when the senator became First Lady. It
nominees: Senators Edwards, Obama, is easier for her to drive a centrist platand Clinton.
form with 18-35-year-olds who do not
Senator Edwards fails to under- recall her outspoken left-wing politics,
stand that being a smooth-talking south- The mention of "Hillary-care" will not
erner is not enough to win the nomina- conjure the image of the shrill ideologue
tion. He had one undistinguished Senate that many of her critics remember. So
term except for his most important vote Clinton could plausibly gain the support
(Iraq, which he later publicly regretted). of many woman who are independents
Bob Shrum, a former Edwards adviser, or moderate Republicans, especially
wrote in his recent book that he was pres- those fed up with the GOP. With the
ent when Edwards decided to vote for American electorate at a near fifty-fifty
war, putting aside his own moral qualms, divide, this could be enough for her to
Edwards allegedly supported the war coast to victory
solely because of political expediency,
Sadly, we live in a country where
which displayed a sad lack of conviction, voters of all colors, genders, and reThis points to what many Democrats ligions tend to favor candidates due
already know: Edwards does not want to superficial physical attributes. As
to be President to improve anything. He a member of one minority group, I
just wants to be president.
have never had this tendency. I cannot
Obama, beloved by the media and understand why people would not be
the Washington elite, has also faltered more interested in what a candidate
against Clinton, a more sophisticated will actually do for their group and the
politician. It is impressive he has done country as a whole,
so well considering his middle name is
Hopefully, people will look beyond
Hussein and his last name rhymes with Clinton's gender to see a cynical politiAmerica's most hated enemy. Obama has cian who makes sly maneuvers based on
mounted a campaign of platitudes while the political climate of the moment. As
proposing nothing. He creates a warm, she clamors for a pull-out of our troops
fuzzy feeling in his audience and sounds she seems strangely unconcerned with
glib to the general public.
the effect it will have on Iraqi women.
This failure has allowed Clinton The consequence of Darfur-style gangs
to exploit the charge that Obama's op- raping and killing Iraqi women and
ponents have consistently leveled: his children, and al-Qaeda fanatics splashlack of experience.
ing acid in their faces, seems not to faze
Too often in the debates has she her.
displayed a gravitas that he could not
That is the message that must be
counter. Clinton made Obama look naive delivered effectively to the American
when he spoke of meeting with Iran with people. Hopefully, Republicans underno preconditions. These sorts of gaffs are stand the challenge that they will soon
easy for experienced, sly politicians like be up against.

On the Right
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What Lawyers Are
Supposed to Care About:
PART
1: DIVERSITY
BY STEFAN C HACON

Columnist

"What lawyers are supposed to care
about." If you're talking about diversity,
it's not cynical to think some italics or
quotation marks around key words are
missing from that title.
We've all seen the statistics. A Feb
ruary 2007 National Association of Legal
Professionals (NALP) bulletin reported
that among law firm employers listed in
the 2006-2007 edition of its Directory of
Legal Employers, minorities made up 16%
of associates and only 5% of partners.
Abovethelaw.com reports that
half of the big firms in DC don't have a
single Hispanic partner, and a third of
Manhattan's big firms don't have a single
African-American Partner. There are
countless other equally shocking figures,
but you get the picture.
Still, why is the law firm, in many
respects a steward of constitutional prin
ciples, so... homogenous? Properly jaded
by the fall big-firm job hunt and presently
immersed in the study of equal protec
tion, I believe I can speculate with some
precision.
Quite simply, while all law firms
express their "commitment to diversity,"
that commitment is constrained by that
"traditional indicator of success:" firstyear grades. And there is no shortage
of statistics and studies that show that
minorities tend to underperform their
white peers in this area.
Also, a law firm doesn't immedi
ately benefit from a good peppering of
minorities the way a law school does. By
bringing on more minorities, a law school
immediately benefits „om the enriched
learning environment and the diversity
index boost, which more than compensate
slightly lower grades and LSAT scores

(yes, the statistics show that minorities
underperform their white counterparts in
these traditional indicators as well). And
whereas a minority seat still generates the
same revenue for the law school, a junior
associate is a major liability for a law firm,
so a firm is more likely to err on the side
of caution and stick with the traditional
indicator.
I think the problem (if problem in
fact it is) occurs a little bit at each level
of a lawyer's development- some relative
disadvantage in grade school, then in col
lege admissions, then perhaps finally in
law school and the job market. Add to this
the legacy factor, that proportionally there
are fewer lawyers in a minority's family to
show them the path from an early age, and
the cycle begins to reveal itself.
I won't argue for some kind of ag
gressive affirmative action campaign, at
least not on moral grounds. But I will
point to two successful examples of di
versification and let the reader draw her
own conclusions.
The first example I would point out
is in business. Putting aside CEO's and
the corporate stratosphere (which tends
to have the highest traditional and insti
tutional barriers to entry), the diversity of
corporate America stands in stark contrast
to American law firms. Part of this has
to do with the way business institutions
hire and promote people. They focus on
broader indicators of success and use the
behavioral model of interviewing: they
conduct longer interviews that assess how
an applicant deals with various hypotheti
cal situations.
The second example I would point
to is the advancement of women in the
law. A generation ago the legal profes
sion was almost exclusively male. Today,

See DIVERSITY page 7

Charity Begins
at Home
In an article published in The Wash Weitzer failed to consider (or Markson
ington Post on September 23,2007, entitled failed to note) the numerous additional
"Human Trafficking Evokes Outrage, barriers that result in trafficking victims
Little Evidence," Staff Writer Jerry Mark- not being identified as so and which un
son quoted GWU Professor of Sociology doubtedly account for the "discrepancy"
Ronald Weitzer, a supposed criminologist noted above.
Ashley Mills of the FAIR Fund -an
and "expert on sex trafficking," as saying
organization
which "works internationally
that the discrepancy between the number
to
engage
youth,
especially young women,
of victims of human trafficking that
in
civil
society
in
the areas of anti-human
the Bush Administration has identified
trafficking, domestic
as having been brought
ANITA FARAH VALLIANI
violence
and sexual as
into the U.S. since 2000
sault
prevention,
and
(1,362) and the number
the development of
which the government has
youth capacity-building
estimated are brought in
yearly (50,000) "suggests that this problem programs" (www.fairfund.org) - said such
common barriers include that victims are
is being blown way out of proportion."
Can I just say, "Aaarrrgghhhh!"
frequently moved to places with which
Allow me to first familiarize you they are unfamiliar, thus fostering a low
with the "problem" that is human traf likelihood of multiple encounters; victims
ficking so that you might understand my are trained to tell lies and fear being pun
anger. The 2000 United Nations Protocol ished by their traffickers; victims are kept
to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Traffick captive and are isolated from society, not
ing in Persons, Especially Women and least by language and social barriers; law
Children (UN Protocol) defines human enforcement officials are corrupt or inap
trafficking as "the recruitment, transpor propriately-trained to identify trafficking;
tation, transfer or receipt of persons, by or victims are unaware of those working
means of threat or use of force or other
to bring them relief.
And I'm not just
forms of coercion, or
taking Mills' word for
abduction, of fraud, of
I helped compile a
deception, of the abuse
it. I worked for a Wash
of power or of a posi
report on human
ington, DC-based anti-

Editor in Chief

tion of vulnerability or
of the giving or receiving
of payments or benefits

trafficking in Florida
and interviewed

human trafficking non
governmental organi
zation called Polaris

to achieve the consent of
Project a few summers
a number of law
a person having control
ago. I helped compile a
enforcement
over another person for
report on human traf
the purpose of exploita
ficking in Florida and
personnel, social
tion."
workers, etc. I spoke interviewed a number
The UN Protocol
of law enforcement
with a police officer personnel, social work
describes exploitation as
"at a minimum, the pros
ers, etc. I spoke with a
outside of Tampa
titution of others or other
police officer outside of
who told me he had Tampa who told me he
forms of sexual exploi
tation, forced labor or
never encountered a had never encountered
services, slavery or prac
trafficking victim in a trafficking victim in
tices similar to slavery,
his 5+year tenure.
<
his 5+year tenure.
servitude or the removal
Really? Near
of organs."
Tampa? Don't Mexi
According to the
cans and South/ Cen
seventh annual Trafficking in Persons tral Americans illegally enter the area on
Report (TIP) commissioned by the U.S. a regular basis to pick fruit or engage in
Department of State (State Dept.) in other forms of migrant labor? Aren't they
2007, human trafficking generates $9.5 often paid less than minimum wage (if at
billion in annual revenues. After the traf all) and kept in horrendous conditions?
ficking of drugs and weapons, trafficking And are you telling me that the women
in persons is the most profitable business you find in their shabby quarters, bruised
in the world. Approximately 800,000 and unable to speak English, not allowed
people are trafficked annually across to leave their one-room prisons, are will
national borders; this estimate does not ing prostitutes?
include the millions who are trafficked
Apparently, yeah - that's exactly
within their own countries. Eighty percent what he was saying. He estimated that
of transnational victims are women and he had arrested 15-20 women in similar
girls and up to 50 percent are minors.
circumstances to those which I described
Victims of transnational sex traffick above for engaging in prostitution just that
ing are often imprisoned in dilapidated season. So, that's 15-20 trafficking victims
brothels with no access to health care or who never made it into the count which
even the outside world. If they don't die Prof. Weitzer devalued in Markson's
of sheer exhaustion from servicing up article.
to 70 men each day (migrant workers,
I am horrified that an academic
soldiers, etc. depending on where they would perpetuate ignorance as to the
are held), they succumb to HIV/ AIDS seriousness and spread of human traf
or suffer from STDs for the remainder ficking. Columbia University may never
of their anguished lives. Sound painful? live down the criticisms against it for
Uh, yeah.
allowing a known Holocaust Denier the
According to Markson, Prof. Weitzer opportunity to address an audience within
apparently conceded that "trafficking is a its hallowed halls. Should we be any less
hidden crime whose victims often fear upset or appalled that within our own
coming forward" and mentioned that this midst dwell individuals inclined to deny
"might account for some of the disparity the evils/ extent of sex slavery?
in the numbers." Yes, I agree. But Prof.
I think not.
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Pursuing Exam Schedule Flexibility
At the end of the month, we will the scheduling limits currently imposed law schools. We're all aware of the curve, ted an act of academic dishonesty will
begin the process of scheduling classes upon them.
and the competition for jobs/ journals/ receive any one of a number of possible
for next semester. For me, that process
So, what's keeping us from imple skills boards/ etc. that go hand in hand sanctions, including expulsion from the
will entail deciding what classes I want menting this more flexible exam policy? with grading. A concern that our students law school. I can't imagine a more power
to take, and then checking to see if the There are concerns at the school, and will be willing to give away sensitive and ful deterrent.
exam schedule will allow me to actually among our students, that a flexible exam valuable exam information does not make
Finally, given the amount of top
take those classes.
policy would result in an increase in a lot of sense, to me at least.
schools with a flexible exam policy, it
Quite often, I won't
is apparent that such
cheating on cam
Second, we are
be able to take two classes I
a system will indeed
pus. This January, all adults in a profes
want because their exams are
we conducted a sional school. One of
work. So, why can't
[Tjhe SBA has
scheduled at the same time.
it work here? Maybe
survey in which the first things they
recommended a policy
Or, perhaps the exams will
schools like Boston
we asked 27 ques tell us upon arrival at
allowing students to
be scheduled on consecutive
University and Co
tions relating to a GW Law is that we
days, in which case I may
lumbia
weren't all
flexible exam pol are no longer students
reschedule conflicting
decide not to take one and
that concerned with
icy. Over 81% of but are now members
exams on predetermined cheating when they
avoid the added stress that
the 971 students of the legal profes
comes with back to back
implemented their
who took the sur sion. As legal profes
conflict days. This is
exams. Either way, many of
flexible exam policies.
vey indicated that sionals, we must hold
not a fully flexible policy
our scheduling decisions are
Or perhaps the stu
they were in favor ourselves to the high
as featured at some
dictated by the rigid ex^m
dents at Georgetown
of a more flex est standards of pro
policies here at GW Law.
ible exam policy. fessional conduct, and schools, but is a workable and Iowa are sim
If this was just the
ply more trustworthy
However, while trust that our peers
solution that allows our than ours. I recognize
90% of the stu are doing the same.
nature of law school, maybe
the ridiculousness of
dents indicated In order to function
we could let it slide. But,
students to break free
these statements. But
that they would as professionals, we
GW Law is in the minority
from the scheduling limits
what else is suggested
not be must believe that any
when it comes to
BRYAN KIN G
currently imposed upon out of a concern that
tempt- transgressions will be
our exam policy.
cheating will increase
discovered and dealt
Last year, the SBA
them.
if GW Law implewith appropriately.
looked at the exam
ments a flexible exam
policies of the top
e x a m This necessary belief
policy?
30 law schools (not including GW); 4 information to a friend, 41% indicated a will not only apply
The SBA will continue to work on
schools have a policy similar to ours, concern over a rise in cheating if a flexible to us after we pass the bar in our chosen
and 24 feature an exam policy contain exam policy is implemented. While not a locale, but it must apply while in law this initiative, not because we believe it
will be beneficial to us (it certainly won't
ing some amount of flexibility (2 did not majority, this is a significant number of school as well.
Through the Academic Integrity help me), but because we feel it is nec
make their policies available to the public). students, and a considerable impediment
After studying the policies of our peers, as in selling change to an administration very Code, GW Law has policies in place deal essary to make our law school the best
ing with the reporting, charging, and pun school possible.
well as discussing the issue with both the comfortable with the current system.
Perhaps I am naive, but I don't ishing of academic dishonesty. According
Dean's Office and the Records Office, the
But, before we can make any prog
SBA has recommended a policy allowing
understand the concerns over cheating. to Section 6.1 of the Academic Integrity ress, we must all, as a school, come to
students to reschedule conflicting exams First of all, a student who gives away Code, anyone "who becomes aware of terms with our perceptions of the char
on predetermined conflict days. This is exam information would only be hurting an act of academic dishonesty must bring acter of GW Law students. If we don't
not a fully flexible policy as featured at himself. Despite the collegial atmosphere the matter to the attention of the Dean of believe in the integrity of the students we
some schools, but it is a workable solution we have here at GW Law, our students are Student Affairs." Under Section 8 of the chose to accept into this school...well,
that allows our students to break free from no less competitive than students at other Code, any student found to have commit- then shame on us all.

Hail to the King
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in most firms, the number of women door of only admitting those who have ex
associates is roughly equal to that of celled according to traditional indicators.
men. This hasn't translated into the same This means using new methods of screen
proportions within the ranks of partners, ing and interviewing, like the behavioral
but relative to minorities women have model used in business.
Second, the firm needs to invest
made much greater strides. I think this is
in minorities outside of the top 10-20%
because once the legal
of their law school
barriers to entry are
class. One way or
removed, many of the
First, the law firm must another, those mi
residual historical and
norities have al
institutional barriers
correct the practice at
ready made it past
that affect minorities
the front door of only
the front door. How
don't affect women in
admitting those who
much money does
the same way.
a big firm spend on
For example, a
have excelled according
diversity receptions
woman is just as likely
to traditional indicators. and diversity career
as a man to have a law
fairs only to tell an
yer in the family or to
This means using new
applicant
what she
have access to the best
methods
of
screening
already
knew
- that
schools. But this doesn't
and
interviewing,
like
the
she
doesn't
have
the
completely explain the
grades?
change. At some point,
behavioral model used
Perhaps a bet
firms took the leap and
in
business.
Second,
the
ter
investment
would
started hiring women in
be
more
1L
scholar
numbers more closely
firm needs to invest in
ships based less on
resembling their por
minorities
outside
the
grades.
Or, firms
tion of the population.
top
10-20%
of
their
law
c
o
u
l
d
h
ire more
On some level, the pro
summer
associates
fession used its power
school class.
and let them prove
and its place in the so
^themselves
outside
cial fabric to correct an
of
the
classroom.
Then
they
could
limit
inequality. And whether because of the
their
offers
of
permanent
employment.
change or in spite of it, law firms are more
There are many possibilities, but the
prosperous than ever.
legal
profession
needs the courage to take
Two examples say something about
a
more
innovative
approach if diversity is
how law firms can take meaningful steps
to
become
something
more than a good
toward achieving diversity: First, the law
idea.
firm must correct the practice at the front
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THE FIFTH ANNUAL COHEN & COHEN MOCK TRIAL COMPETITION

F I N A L RO U N D
A five-day, four-night stay
at THE CANYONS GRAND

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 2007
1:30 PM
JACOB BURNS MOOT COURTROOM

SUMMIT IN PARK CIT Y,

Utah will be raffled off
to one lucky attendee.
To participate, simply
complete a raffle ticket at
the Competition.
The recipient must be
present to win.

PRESIDED OVER B Y

JUDGE JAMES ROBERTSON
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMB IA

RECEPTION TO FOLLOW

All Are Invited
to Attend
PLEASE RSVP
to Dean David Johnson,
Director of Advocacy
Programs,

djohnson@law.gwu.edu
to attend

